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This systematic review and meta-analysis determined if dietary
protein supplementation augments resistance exercise training

(RET)-induced gains in muscle mass and strength.
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Dietary protein supplementation augments changes in muscle mass
and strength during prolonged RET. 

Protein supplementation is more effective at improving FFM in
young or resistance-trained individuals than in older or untrained
individuals. 

Protein supplementation is sufficient at ~1.6g/kg/day in healthy
adults during RET. 

This analysis shows that dietary protein supplementation can be, if
protein intake is less than 1.6 g protein/kg/day, both sufficient and
necessary to optimize RET-induced changes in FFM and 1RM
strength.

K E Y  F I N D I N G S
49 studies included; 1863 participants

Dietary protein supplementation significantly increased changes in:
Strength [1-rep max; 2.49 kg]
Fat Free Mass (FFM) [0.30 kg]
Muscle size [Cross-sectional Area] 
*From 6 to 52 weeks of RET

Gains in FFM were reduced with increasing age [−0.01 kg]
Supplementation was more effective in resistance-trained individuals [0.75 kg]

Protein supplementation beyond total protein intakes of 1.62 g/kg/day resulted
in no further RET-induced gains in FFM.
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This systematic review analyzed whether or not HMB
supplementation augments resistance exercise-

induced gains in fat-free (i .e. ,  lean) mass, reductions
in body fat mass (FM), and increases in strength.
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Osteopathic techniques employed in this study were
not accurate in terms of direct treatment to specific
motion segments assessed to be pathologic. 

The influence on neural variables may not need
segmental specificity to create a clinical effect.

The average error was 1 spinal segment away, which
mimics the accuracy of chiropractic manipulations.

K E Y  F I N D I N G S
11 studies were included, 
302 participants for body mass analysis, 248 for strength analysis.

Total Body Mass HMB vs Control:
Avg gain [1.12 kg  vs 0.78 kg] 
Lean body mass difference [0.29 kg]  

Fat Free Mass HMB vs Control:
Fat Free Mass Gain [1.57 kg vs 1.17 kg]
Avg Fat Loss [0.73 kg vs 0.47]

1-Rep Maximum Strength HMB vs Control:
Total 1RM [32.0 vs 30.6 kg]
Bench Press 1RM [9.6 vs 9.5 kg]
Lower Body 1RM [Avg difference 2.82 kg]
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HMB supplementation during RET may result in a small increase
in Total Body Mass but does not result in a significant
enhancement of gains in Fat Free Mass or losses of Fat Mass. 

HMB supplementation isn't likely to improve body composition
caused by RET in young subjects. 

Effects on strength were also not significant. 

Some studies reporting significant HMB effects to optimize RET
adaptations are not commonly reproducible or have a
considerable risk of bias.
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The study examined the association of standardized and
clinically applicable foot and ankle structural and 

functional characteristics with history of falling in older 
people. Falls affect ~1 in 3 older people, and foot problem

are amongst the modifiable potential risk factors. 

Click for Full Text
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This systematic review evaluated the effectiveness of CoQ10
supplementation on physical performance and effects on
inflammatory and oxidative factors,  in a physically active

population and specially in athletes.

JBI  10/11 [90%]
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Use of Coenzyme Q10 seems help control oxidative patterns
and helps anti-inflammatory activity at the cellular level in
response to exercise.

Coenzyme Q10 may be a protective and recuperative substance
rather than an ergogenic substance.

Coenzyme Q10 is a promising molecule in terms of its qualities
and safety profile.

K E Y  F I N D I N G S
58 studies included; 344 participants, 70-600mg/day

Dosing:
Most commonly dosed at 200-300mg/day.

Positive Effects Found:
Sports Performance (2/3 studies; 66%)
Exercise Performance (23/40; studies; 57%)
Oxidative Pattern (17/25; 68%)
Muscle Injury (5/14; 35%)
Inflammatory Pattern (6/7; 85%)
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